
No, E{p&A)n-2oo9ms-17 New Delhi, datedcE.07.2019.

Amendment to Chapter  15 Of the ltidian  RBitway Establisl)ment Code Volume-II,
Sixtl) Edition 1987 (Sceond Reprint Edition 2005).

AdvancecorrectionslipNo.jii.

Section  Ill  and  tv  of Chapter  15  of the  Indian  Railway  Establishment  Code  Volume-[I,

Sixth Edition  1987 (Second Reprint Edition 2005) should be substituted with the following:-

Section   Ill   -   Allowances   for   Chief   Loco   Inspectors   and   Chief   Loco   Inspectors
(CCC/CPRC/CTLC).

1514.  Running  Allowance  shall  be  admissible  to  the  lioco  Inspectors  dram/n  from  the  Loco
Running Staff for the perf{rmance of duties directly connected with the training and monitoring
of lceo running staff on foot plate of the lcoomotive cab of the moving trains.

1515. Types of allowances:

1.       ThechiefLoco Inspectors shall bepaid:

a.    Kilometrcag¢ Allowance (KMA} for actual Kilometreage travelled on foot plate while
employed on  foot plate duties indicated  in Rule  I 514 above.  KMA shall be paid  at (he
rate applicable to Loco Pilot (Mail/Express) as notified from time to time.

b.     Allowance  in  lieu of Kilometreage (ALK) at the  rate of 160 kilometres per day while
cmpleyed  on  other  than  foot  plate  outside  their  headquarters  beyond  a  radius  of 8
kilometres.

c.    ALK at the rate of 120 kilometers per day for other than foo[plate duties performed in
the Headquarter or within a radius of 8 kin. from the Headquarter.

d.    Where the Chief Loco  Inspectors aiie deployed for foot plate duties indicated  in Rule
1514 for part of the day and for other than  foot plate duties in the moving train or at
outstation for the remaining part of the day, the payment of KMA/ALK shall bg made
either in terms of (a) or (b) above, whichever is higher.

e.    The CLls who are posted as CLls (CCC, CPRC & CLTC) would get ALK of ]20 Kin.
per day a( the rate applicchlc to a Loco Pilot (MailrexpTes§) for stationary duties in the
HQ and within a radius Of 8 kms.  ALK Of 120 Kms. would be payable for all days in a
month without any deduction on the non-working days.

2.      No   TA/DA   or   any   other   special   allowance   5hal]   be   admissible   unless   specifically
sanctioned by Railway Board.

Sectionlv-       Allowances   for   Loco  Pilots   drafted   to   perform   the   duties  of  Crew
Co ntrollers/Power ControllersITraction I[oco Controllers.
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1516.

I.    Allowance in  lieu Of Kilomctreagc (ALK) of 120 kilometes shall be admissible to Loco
Pilots  drafted  to  perform  the  duties  of  Power  Controllers/Crew  ControllersITraction  Loco
Controllers  at  the  rates  applicable  to  them  and  would  be  payable  for  all  days  in  a  month
without any deduction on the non-working days

2.    No TA/DA or Special  Pay sliall be admissible to the Loco Pilots drafted to perform the
duties of power Contro uers/Crew Control lersITraction lino Contro I lers.

3.    No  other  special  allowance  shall  be  admissible  unless  specifically  sanctioned  by  the
Railway Board.
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